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Culture and Values, Volume I: A Survey of the Humanities with Readings 2009-01-20 trusted by
professors of the humanities survey course for over twenty years culture and values a survey of
the humanities covers western cultures along with important non western cultures providing
students solid accessible introductions to art music philosophy literature and more available
without end of chapter readings in two volumes or as an alternate single comprehensive volume
this text remains the most readable and reliable textbook for college and university students in
the integrated humanities the volumes without readings can be customized with readings that you
select through our innovative make it yours program important notice media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version
Culture and Values: A Survey of the Humanities, Volume I 2013-03-05 culture and values a survey
of the humanities takes you on a fascinating tour of some of the world s most significant
examples of art music philosophy and literature from the beginnings of civilization to today new
features in this edition are designed to make it easy for you to understand the influence of
historical events and values on the works produced by each culture guided discussions of all of
the readings chapter previews timelines compare and contrast sections big picture reviews at the
end of each chapter expanded coverage of asia and africa and high quality images with clear
captions important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version
Culture and Values 2001-06 culture and values fifth edition continues to combine balanced
coverage of literature art music and philosophy with sociological insight into the daily life of
the characters in the unfolding drama of western civilization available in two volumes or as an
alternate single volume without readings this text remains the most readable and reliable
textbook for college and university students in the integrated humanities
The Humanities Volume I Prehistory To 1600 2008 the humanitiesby henry m sayre helps the reader
see context and make connections across the humanities by tying together the entire cultural
experience through a narrative storytelling approach
Culture and Values: a Survey of the Humanities, Volume I, Loose-Leaf Version 2017-01-01 the
global humanities reader is a collaboratively edited collection of primary sources with student
centered support features it serves as the core curriculum of the university of north carolina
asheville s almost sixty year old interdisciplinary humanities program its three volumes engaging
ancient worlds and perspectives volume 1 engaging premodern worlds and perspectives volume 2 and
engaging modern worlds and perspectives volume 3 offer accessible ways to explore facets of human
subjectivity and interconnectedness across cultures times and places in highlighting the
struggles and resilient strategies for surviving and thriving from multiple perspectives and
positionalities and through diverse voices these volumes course correct from humanities textbooks
that remain western centric one of the main features of the the global humanities reader is a
sustained and nuanced focus on cultivating the ability to ask questions to inquire while
enhancing culturally aware reflective and interdisciplinary engagements with the materials the
editorial team created a thoroughly interactive text with the following unique features that work
together to actualize student success cross cultural historical introductions to each volume
comprehensive and source specific timelines highlighting periods events and people around the
world an introduction for each source with bolded key terms and questions to facilitate active
engagement primed and ready questions pars questions just before and after a reading that
activate students own knowledge and skills inquiry corner questions consisting of four types
content comparative critical and connection beyond the classroom explore how ideas discussed in
sources can apply to broader social contexts such as job career project teams or professional
communities glossary of tags topical hubs that point to exciting new connections across multiple
sources these volumes reflect the central role of humanities in deepening an empathic
understanding of human experience and cultivating culturally appropriate and community centered
problem solving skills that help us flourish as global and local citizens
Global Humanities Reader 2022-01-01 the humanities are alive we see the great pyramids in
contemporary design we hear bach in hip hop and pop music and we feel ancient religious themes
and philoso phies in our impassioned contemporary dialogues experience humanities invites
students to take note of the continual evolution of ideas and cross cultural influences to better
understand the cultural heritage of the west and to think critically about what their legacy will
be for future generations together with connect humanities a groundbreaking digital learning
solution students not only experience their cultural heritage but develop crucial critical
reading thinking and writing skills that will prepare them to succeed in their humanities course
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and beyond
Experience Humanities Volume 1 2013-01-23 this chronologically organized introduction to the
western humanities art music history literature and drama establishes the historical context of
each era before the arts are discussed more than 600 illustrations appear throughout the text and
personal perspectives boxes bring to life the issues and events of the day the western humanities
is available in a complete single text or in two volumes volume i covers prehistory through the
renaissance volume ii covers the renaissance to the present
The Western Humanities 2000-07 for one semester quarter courses on introduction to the humanities
or cultural studies now in full color arts and culture provides an introduction to global
civilizations and their artistic achievements history and cultures the authors consider two
important questions what makes a work a masterpiece of its type and what qualities of a work
enable it to be appreciated over time critical thinking is also highlighted throughout the text
with 4 different box features that ask students to explore connections across the humanities and
different cultures these boxes are entitled connections cross currents then now and cultural
impact boxes open the new fourth edition of arts and culture and open a world of discovery this
books la carte edition is an unbound three hole punched loose leaf version of the textbook and
provides students the opportunity to personalize their book by incorporating their own notes and
taking online the portion of the book they need to class all at a fraction of the bound book
price
Arts and Culture 2011-02-16 chronologically organized this two volume survey presents the
cultural achievements of western civilization art music history literature theater film and the
other arts within their historical contexts includes hundreds of illustrations personal
perspective boxes that bring to life the events of the day and brief sections at the end of each
chapter describing the cultural legacy of the era discussed
Readings to Accompany Experience Humanities Volume 1 2013-02-05 trusted by professors of the
humanities survey course for over twenty years culture and values covers western cultures along
with important non western cultures providing students solid accessible introductions to art
music philosophy literature and more available in two volumes or as an alternate single volume
without end of chapter readings this text remains the most readable and reliable textbook for
college and university students in the integrated humanities
Culture and Values, Volume I 2005-12-05 this introductory text presents an overview of the
liberal arts literature art music philosophy and history with a particular emphasis on literature
the unique selection of works from each culture provides students with a global understanding of
the humanities several pedagogical features of the seventh edition such as chapter objectives key
terms art images and summary questions help students understand the major concepts of the text
each volume begins with a chronicle of events that provides a timetable of key events in world
history continuities sections focus on the lasting contributions of each society
The Humanities: The humanities and the modern world 2005 for two semester quarter courses on
introduction to the humanities or cultural studies the humanities by henry m sayre helps students
see context and make connections across the humanities by tying together the entire cultural
experience through a narrative storytelling approach henry sayre took the introduction to the
humanities course as a sophomore and was inspired to devote his life to the study of the
humanities he has always wanted to write a book that passes along the important and compelling
stories of the humanities henry believes that students learn best by remembering stories not by
memorizing facts what makes the humanities special is that it tells the stories and captures the
voices that have shaped and influenced human thinking and creativity please visit prenhall com
thehumanities for more information and to view a video from author henry sayre take a tour of a
chapter from the book and see a demo of the prentice hall digital arts library
The Humanities Volume II 2007-11 this introductory text presents an overview of the liberal arts
literature art music philosophy and history with a particular emphasis on literature the unique
selection of works from each culture provides students with a global understanding of the
humanities several pedagogical features of the seventh edition such as chapter objectives key
terms art images and summary questions help students understand the major concepts of the text
each volume begins with a chronicle of events that provides a timetable of key events in world
history continuities sections which cover political life religion art music and writing focus on
the lasting contributions of each society non western coverage includes a section on japan in
volume i western material has been scaled back to provide balanced coverage a special
introduction to river valley civilizations helps students see the connections between global
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societies the online student study guide features chapter summaries web activities and ace self
testing program
The Humanities: Cultural roots 2004-07-01 chronologically organized the western humanities
presents the cultural achievements of western civilization art and architecture music history
literature philosophy theater film and the other arts within their historical context by
examining the historical and material conditions that influenced the form and content of the arts
and humanities the authors provide students with a clear framework a deeper understanding of the
meaning of cultural works and a broader basis for analyzing and appreciating the cultural
achievements of the west hundreds of illustrations bring the arts and humanities to life while
extensive pedagogy consistently asks students to think about interpret and apply the information
throughout the text and at the end of each chapter
The Western Humanities Volume 1 2010-01-25 designed to accompany volume one of the western
humanities seventh edition by matthews et al this anthology offers students selections from the
west s literary and philosophical heritage helping them establish vital intellectual links to the
achievements of the continually evolving western tradition each reading is preceded by an
introduction providing information about the author and historical context for the document in
addition reading the selections sections provide more specific information to prepare students
for reading the documents to follow selections are footnoted
Humanities 1969 volume 1 theories methods and ideas explores the mobility of ideas through time
and space and how interdisciplinary theories and methodological approaches used in mobilities
studies can be profitably utilised within the humanities and social sciences through a series of
short chapters mobility is employed as an elastic inclusive and multifaceted concept across
various disciplines to shed light on a geographically and chronologically broad range of issues
and case studies in doing so the concept of mobility is positioned as a powerful catalyst for
historical change and as a fruitful approach to research in the humanities and social sciences
like its sister volume this volume is edited and written by members of the centre for advanced
studies in mobility and the humanities mohu at the department of historical and geographical
sciences and the ancient world dissgea of the university of padua italy the structure of the book
mirrors the theories and methods and ideas thematic research clusters of the centre afterwords
from leading scholars from other institutions synthesise and reflect upon the findings of each
section this volume together with volume 2 objects people and texts makes a compelling case for
the use of mobility studies as a research framework in the humanities and social sciences as such
it will be of interest to students and researchers in various disciplines
Readings in the Western Humanities Volume 1 2010-01-14 alert before you purchase check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct isbn several
versions of pearson s mylab mastering products exist for each title including customized versions
for individual schools and registrations are not transferable in addition you may need a courseid
provided by your instructor to register for and use pearson s mylab mastering products packages
access codes for pearson s mylab mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than pearson check with the seller before completing your purchase
used or rental books if you rent or purchase a used book with an access code the access code may
have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code access codes access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong isbn or a previously redeemed code check with the seller prior to purchase for an
undergraduate introductory level course in the humanities humanities narrated in a story telling
approach the humanities culture continuity change helps students see context and make connections
across the humanities by tying together the entire cultural experience through a narrative
storytelling approach written around henry sayre s belief that students learn best by remembering
stories rather than memorizing facts it captures the voices that have shaped and influenced human
thinking and creativity throughout our history
The Humanities Volume 1 Alc and Revel AC Humanities V1 Package 2014-12-07 culture and values a
survey of the western humanities takes you on a fascinating tour of some of the world s most
significant examples of art music philosophy and literature from the beginnings of civilization
to today new features in the eighth edition are designed to make it easy for you to understand
the influence of historical events and values on the works produced by each culture guided
discussions of all of the readings chapter previews timelines compare and contrast sections big
picture reviews at the end of each chapter and high quality images with clear captions volume 1
covers early civilizations through the high renaissance important notice media content referenced
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within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version
The Humanities 2000-05-01 this new feature continuing presence of the past helps students to
understand how the arts of the past remain relevant today designed to underscore the book s
emphasis on continuity and change the continuing presence of the past in each chapter identified
with a special icon connects an artwork from that period to a contemporary artwork in myartslab
and demonstrates how the past has informed the present work
Reimagining Mobilities across the Humanities 2023-01-31 for one semester quarter courses on
introduction to the humanities or cultural studies now in full color arts and culture provides an
introduction to global civilizations and their artistic achievements history and cultures the
authors consider two important questions what makes a work a masterpiece of its type and what
qualities of a work enable it to be appreciated over time critical thinking is also highlighted
throughout the text with 4 different box features that ask students to explore connections across
the humanities and different cultures these boxes are entitled connections cross currents then
now and cultural impact boxes open the new fourth edition of arts and culture and open a world of
discovery this books á la carte edition is an unbound three hole punched loose leaf version of
the textbook and provides students the opportunity to personalize their book by incorporating
their own notes and taking only the portion of the book they need to class all at an affordable
price it comes packaged with an access code to myartslab an interactive online resource which
gives students a chance to further explore and learn topics presented in the text
The Humanities 2010-07-15 the humanities are alive we see the great pyramids in contemporary
design we hear bach in hip hop and pop music and we feel ancient religious themes and philoso
phies in our impassioned contemporary dialogues experience humanities invites students to take
note of the continual evolution of ideas and cross cultural influences to better understand the
cultural heritage of the west and to think critically about what their legacy will be for future
generations together with connect humanities a groundbreaking digital learning solution students
not only experience their cultural heritage but develop crucial critical reading thinking and
writing skills that will prepare them to succeed in their humanities course and beyond
Culture and Values: A Survey of the Western Humanities, Volume 1 2014-01-01 culture and values a
survey of the humanities takes you on a fascinating tour of some of the world s most significant
examples of art music philosophy and literature from the beginnings of civilization to today new
features in this edition are designed to make it easy for you to understand the influence of
historical events and values on the works produced by each culture guided discussions of all of
the readings chapter previews timelines compare and contrast sections big picture reviews at the
end of each chapter expanded coverage of asia and africa and high quality images with clear
captions important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version
The Humanities 2015 trusted by professors of the humanities survey course for over twenty years
culture and values a survey of the humanities covers western cultures along with important non
western cultures providing students solid accessible introductions to art music philosophy
literature and more available without end of chapter readings in two volumes or as an alternate
single comprehensive volume this text remains the most readable and reliable textbook for college
and university students in the integrated humanities the volumes without readings can be
customized with readings that you select through our innovative make it yours program important
notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version
Arts and Culture 2010-12-30 covering the period from 1600 to the post modern era this book is
part of an innovative two volume primary source anthology that presents some of the greatest
ideas and creative expressions of humanity the anthology features an exceptionally diverse and
unique variety of selections reflecting artistic musical literary political social religious
intellectual and scientific issues that encompass the study of humanities chronological in format
with individual units focused on time periods specific events and historical questions it is
internally organized around five major themes the institution and the individual social and
spiritual values revolution and transition the varieties of truth and women in history and the
humanities each piece of literature poetry or art each diary entry philosophical excerpt or
religious proviso is juxtaposed against the tapestry of history so that it can be viewed within
the context of its time throughout readers are confronted with basic questions regarding
historical development human nature moral action and practical necessity key topics major period
covered include the baroque age 1600 1715 enlightenment and revolution 1715 1800 the birth of the
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modern nationalism and romanticism 1750 1830 changing dimensions social conflict and realism 1830
1870 the belle epoque 1870 1914 the abyss also looks into you the west in crisis 1914 1945 the
individual apart the abstract world and the post modern era includes excerpts from drama and
literature short stories speeches letters diary accounts poems newspaper articles philosophical
tracts propaganda flyers and works of art and architecture includes not only the traditional
primary documents essential to the study of the humanities but also the more unusual which are
not found in similar texts market for anyone interested in the great ideas and artistic
expressions of humanity
Readings in the Western Humanities 1998 the humanities provides an overview of the liberal arts
including literature art music philosophy and history the book comes equipped with numerous
pedagogical aids including a web site that features 50 60 art images the text begins with a
chronicle of events which provides a timetable of key events in world history continuities
sections which cover political life religion art music and writing summarize each part of the
text by reviewing the lasting contributions of each society
Experience Humanities Volume 2 2013-01-31 chronologically organized the western humanities
presents the cultural achievements of western civilization art and architecture music history
literature philosophy theater film and the other arts within their historical context by
examining the historical and material conditions that influenced the form and content of the arts
and humanities the authors provide students with a clear framework a deeper understanding of the
meaning of cultural works and a broader basis for analyzing and appreciating the cultural
achievements of the west specifcally designed to accompany the western humanities readings in the
western humanities offers students selections from the west s literary and philosophical heritage
helping them establish vital intellectual links to the achievements of the continually evolving
western tradition each reading is preceded by an introduction providing information about the
author and historical context for the document
Culture and Values 2006 chronologically organized the western humanities presents the cultural
achievements of western civilization art and architecture music history literature philosophy
theater film and the other arts within their historical context by examining the historical and
material conditions that influenced the form and content of the arts and humanities the authors
provide students with a clear framework a deeper understanding of the meaning of cultural works
and a broader basis for analyzing and appreciating the cultural achievements of the west hundreds
of illustrations bring the arts and humanities to life while extensive pedagogy consistently asks
students to think about interpret and apply the information throughout the text and at the end of
each chapter
Culture and Values: A Survey of the Humanities, Volume II 2013-02-27 this chronologically
organized introduction to the western humanities art music history literature and drama
establishes the historical context of each era before the arts are discussed more than 600
illustrations appear throughout the text and personal perspectives boxes bring to life the issues
and events of the day the western humanities is available in a single combined book or in two
separate volumes volume i covers prehistory through the renaissance volume ii covers the
renaissance to the present
Culture and Values, Volume II: A Survey of the Humanities with Readings 2009-01-16 this
chronologically organized introduction to the western humanities art music history literature and
drama establishes the historical context of each era before the arts are discussed more than 600
illustrations appear throughout the text and personal perspectives boxes bring to life the issues
and events of the day the western humanities is available in a complete single text or in two
volumes volume i covers prehistory through the renaissance volume ii covers the renaissance to
the present
The Human Spirit 2003-12 contents available at ijh cgpublisher com product pub 26 prod 1949 the
international journal of the humanities provides a space for dialogue and publication of new
knowledge which builds on the past traditions of the humanities whilst setting a renewed agenda
for their future the humanities are a domain of learning reflection and action and a place of
dialogue between and across epistemologies perspectives and content areas it is in these
unsettling places that the humanities might be able to unburden modern knowledge systems of their
restrictive narrowness discussions in the international journal of the humanities range from the
broad and speculative to the microcosmic and empirical its over riding concern however is to
redefine our understandings of the human and mount a case for the disciplinary practices of the
humanities at a time when the dominant rationalisms are running a course that often seem draw
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humanity towards less than satisfactory ends this journal reopens the question of the human for
highly pragmatic as well as redemptory reasons the journal is relevant for academics across the
whole range of humanities disciplines research students educators school university and further
education anyone with an interest in and concern for the humanities the international journal of
the humanities is peer reviewed supported by rigorous processes of criterion referenced article
ranking and qualitative commentary ensuring that only intellectual work of the greatest substance
and highest significance is published
The Humanities 2000-08-10 for one semester quarter courses on introduction to the humanities or
cultural studies now in full color arts and culture provides an introduction to global
civilizations and their artistic achievements history and cultures the authors consider two
important questions what makes a work a masterpiece of its type and what qualities of a work
enable it to be appreciated over time critical thinking is also highlighted throughout the text
with 4 different box features that ask students to explore connections across the humanities and
different cultures these boxes are entitled connections cross currents then now and cultural
impact boxes open the new fourth edition of arts and culture and open a world of discovery
Vanderbilt Studies in the Humanities 1951 powerful strategies tools and techniques for educators
teaching students critical reading skills in the humanities every educator understands the
importance of teaching students how to read critically even the best teachers however find it
challenging to translate their own learned critical reading practices into explicit strategies
for their students critical reading across the curriculum humanities volume 1 presents
exceptional insight into what educators require to facilitate critical and creative thinking
skills written by scholar educators from across the humanities each of the thirteen essays in
this volume describes strategies educators have successfully executed to develop critical reading
skills in students studying the humanities these include ways to help students focus actively re
read and reflect to re think and re consider understand the close relationship between reading
and writing become cognizant of the critical importance of context in critical reading and of
making contextual connections learn to ask the right questions in critical reading and reasoning
appreciate reading as dialogue debate and engaged conversation in addition teachers will find an
abundance of innovative exercises and activities encouraging students to practice their critical
reading skills these can easily be adapted for and applied across many disciplines and course
curricula in the humanities the lifelong benefits of strong critical reading skills are
undeniable students with properly developed critical reading skills are confident learners with
an enriched understanding of the world around them they advance academically and are prepared for
college success this book arms educators librarians high school teachers university lecturers and
beyond with the tools to teach a most paramount lesson
Western Humanities Volume 2 with Readings in Western Humanities 2010-03-04
The Western Humanities 2010-02-22
The Western Humanities 2000-07
The Humanities 2012
Western Humanities 1997-08
The International Journal of the Humanities 2011-03
Arts and Culture 2012
Critical Reading Across the Curriculum 2017-02-08
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